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⚠TrumpCarnage⚠ 
 
Trump's Encouraging QAnon May Result in Violence—
Just ask the FBI 
 
8/1/19: The FBI specifically mentions QAnon, a shadowy
network that believes in a deep state conspiracy against
Trump, Antifa & Pizzagate. 
 
8/3/19 two mass shootings.  
5 days b/4 Alt R #ElPaso
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⚠TrumpCarnage2⚠ 

 

FBI assessment that online conspiracy theories “very likely” result in domestic

extremists committing violent crimes 

 

The AltR/QAnon folks spun a false narrative about coming ‘Antifa’ violence in El

Paso five days before the Maga mass shooter massacred people.
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⚠TrumpCarnage3⚠ 

 

9 people were killed in Dayton, Ohio, when a gunman opened fire early Sunday at a

bar. 

 

MX vows to take legal action against U.S. after deadly El Paso shooting 

 

From its effect on the world, 8chan could be ranked as one of the internet’s most

dangerous sites.
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⚠TrumpCarnage4⚠ 

 

Some have even compared it to terrorist groups like Al-Qaeda or ISIS. #8Chan 

 

TX Gov. Abbott echoed AltR false “Antifa’ narrative he tweeted & then deleted on

8/2. Asked about it afterward, he used it to criticize the anti-fascist activists aka

antifa. #False🚩
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⚠TrumpCarnage5⚠ 

 

🐢 fractures shoulder after falling at his Kentucky home 

 

Destroyer of worlds 

From its effect on the world, 8chan could be ranked as one of the internet’s most

dangerous sites.  

 

El Paso mass shooting is at least the third atrocity linked to 8chan this year
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⚠TrumpCarnage6⚠ 

 

Shootings in El Paso & Ohio Leave at Least 29 Dead 

 

The killings are the latest in a particularly brutal week for gun violence in the US 

 

Palantir Knows Everything About You 

 

Peter Thiel’s data-mining company is using War on Terror tools to track US citizens.
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⚠TrumpCarnage7⚠ 

 

Epstein had ‘photos of Trump with girls’ 

 

It is Epstein’s view that Trump is the likely person to have spurred the inv’n. 

 

He believes it was Trump who turned him in to the Palm Beach PD.  

 

There was no ambiguity abt this in Epstein’s telling of this story.’

⚠TrumpCarnage8⚠ 

 

Twitter Needs a Pause Button 

Instantaneous comms can be destructive. We need to tweak our digital platforms to

make time for extra eyes, cooler heads, & 2nd second thoughts. 

 

WH protesters raise a ruckus for a year, dubbing the WH the ‘Kremlin annex’
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⚠TrumpCarnage9⚠ 

 

US Has A White Nationalist Terrorism Problem. What Should We Do?  

 

US accuse Honduran president of drug conspiracy 

 

Dem Candidates: “People want to be uplifted, people want to be motivated. Our team

has to do a better job at being positive.” No PBO bashing pls!
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⚠TrumpCarnage10⚠ 

 

Russian Spy Planes Enter Alaskan Air Defense Zone 

 

About 70 Russian warships and support vessels and 58 aircraft of the Russian Navy

and the Aerospace Force are taking part in the Ocean Shield-2019 drills that have

kicked off in the Baltic Sea
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⚠TrumpCarnage11⚠ 

 

At Least 3 Killed, 40 Wounded In Weekend Shootings Across Chicago 

 

CAN lab's shipment of Ebola, Henipah viruses to China raises questions 

 

Iran says it has seized 3rd foreign tanker in Persian Gulf 

 

Trump adm cuts legal funding for victims of human trafficking



⚠TrumpCarnage12⚠ 

 

The Feds are looking into possible campaign finance misdeeds by Rep. AOC’s chief of

staff and lead rainmaker, who suddenly resigned Friday. 

#OmidyarNetwork #Thiel #YCombinator #Bose  

 

Raytheon ground-based laser weapons to be tested at undisclosed location

⚠TrumpCarnage13⚠ 

 

John Ratcliffe: Whistleblower Allegations Surfaced Just Before Trump DNI Pick

Withdrew 

 

An email sent to the SSIC laid out how Ratcliffe promoted a company accused of

being instrumental in the reprisal against a whistleblower & their cybersecurity

efforts.
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⚠TrumpCarnage14⚠ 

 

Russian-backed Kentucky mill makes PR push amid Democratic concerns 

 

Democrats want the Trump administration to review a Russian (Deripaska’s)

aluminum company's $200 million investment in the aluminum mill project.

#MoscowMitch

⚠TrumpCarnage15⚠ 

 

Putin’s New Problem in Ukraine: A Charismatic, Quick-Witted Rival 

 

NK says it has conducted another test-firing of a new multiple rocket launcher system

that could enhance the country's ability to strike targets in South Korea and U.S.

military bases there.
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